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ABSTRACT
This paper explores the experience of immigrant/expatriate game developers (“game expats”), focusing on how the game developers’ community influences migration. Inspired by Weststar (2015)’s study identifying the game developers’ social group of occupational community (OC), I have conducted semi-structured interviews (n=29) with game expats in Finland in 2020-2021 and used grounded theory to identify cohesive patterns from their relocation experiences. The result showed community as a motivational driver for game expats’ migration to Finland, acting as a direct channel of recruitment and ease of relocation stress. Meanwhile, favor towards a certain type of personality, attitudes, and familiarity with the collective norms shared within the community (so-called “cultural fit”) was identified as a determining factor that affects game expats’ hiring and settlement. However, the closed hiring with a tendency to find already culturally fitting colleagues within the immediate community network due to concerns for productivity, raises difficulties for game expats with a junior level of expertise, less cultural proximity, or of a different gender. This paper highlights the challenges faced by game expats, calling for communal efforts between the industry, society, and institutions as an ecosystem to enhance inclusivity and cultural competence in game work environments.
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INTRODUCTION
The global video game industry has become one of the most influential cultural industries in the 21st century, followed by the rise of regional hotspots worldwide (Kerr 2017; Lehtonen, Ainamo, and Harviainen 2020; Šisler, Švelch, and Šlerka 2017; Zeiler and Mukherjee 2021). It functions on the complex global value chain of production boosted by rapidly advancing digital technologies that institute how to create and monetize games (Dyer-Witheford and De Peuter 2009; 2021; Nieborg, Poell, and Deuze 2019; Sotamaa and Švelch 2021). But it is also important to acknowledge the precariousness labor condition of the game industry with the normalization of self-exploitative labor, income and gender inequality, and stratification within the worker’s group (Perks et al. 2019; Ozimek 2019; Švelch 2021; Ruffino and Woodcock 2021;
To broaden these critical inquiries, in this paper, I look at one of the lesser-studied worker groups in the game industry: migrant and expatriate game developers.

The number of migrant/expatriate game developers has steadily increased in the past decades. In Finland, where this research was conducted, almost one-third of game workers have a migrant background (30%, with 15% from outside the EU/EEA area) (Neogames 2023). Similar trends were reported in the UK (Taylor 2022), Czech Republic (GDACZ, 2022), and other parts of the world (Kumar et al. 2022; Weststar, Kwan, and Kumar 2020), indicating the significance of work-based migration within the game industry. Coming from this context, in this paper, I will use the term game expatriates (henceforth, “game expats”), which refers to game developers that experienced migration primarily due to their game profession but “without concrete long-term settlement plans due to precarious job contracts and unpredictability of the game work” (retrieve from Park 2021; Park et al. 2022; inspired by Andresen, Bergdolt, and Margenfeld 2013; Tharenou and Caulfield 2010).

This paper focuses on the relationship between game work migration in the context of a social group called an occupational community (henceforth “OC”) (Van Maanen and Barley 1982; Salaman 1971; see also Weststar 2015). OC refers to a social group of a certain type of occupational workers that functions as a common ground of shared belongingness and identity, competency building, and career development to those in boundaryless careers such as in the game industry (see also Weststar and Dubois 2022; Creus, Clares-Gavián, and Sánchez-Navarro 2020; Kücklich 2005; Smiecek and Williams 2016). By using the concept of OC as a starting point, the paper explores the microscopic hands-on factors surrounding game work migration by asking:

**RQ:** How does the occupational community of game developers enable (or constrain) the migration experience of game expats?

The paper takes a qualitative research approach by analyzing semi-structured interviews of 29 game expats from 2020-2021 using grounded theory (Salisbury and Cole 2016). The participants were from a range of nationalities and were gathered on a voluntary basis. Many of these participants had multiple relocation experiences throughout their game industry career (i.e., have worked in a country other than their country of origin or the current host country) (75.8%), indicating the commonness of work-based migration among game workers. Insights from this research will not only report the concurrent condition of global game production work and migration, but also contribute to the ground of game design praxiology (Kultima 2018) and ethnographical studies on game making practitioners (see also Pelletier 2022; Whitson 2018). From there, it will provide insights to the topic of how game companies and society can collaborate to create more inclusive game development environments.

**CONTEXT**

**Game Development and Work**

The cycle of developing games, including game development, service, business and marketing, and publishing, is commonly known as “game development” or “game production” (Kerr 2017; Sotamaa and Svelch 2021). Game development/production work, which I refer to as “game work” in this paper, requires specialized expertise such as software engineering, arts and graphic design, game design, and business acumen. Game developers are required to execute work tasks that are technical, creative, immaterial, multitudinous, and interdisciplinary (Harvey 2019; De Peuter and Young
2019; Wimmer and Sitnikova 2011) while also being aware of industrial tendencies that orient the creative process (Chia 2022; Foxman 2019; Nicoll and Keogh 2019; Young 2021). Game making is also a teamwork effort, from two to tens of thousands of people working on a single game as a team (Kerr 2011; Bergstrom 2022). Various individual and social factors also influence the creative outputs of individual game developers (Kultima 2018; Whitson 2018), alongside both global and region-specific factors that simultaneously influence the practicalities within game work (Šisler, Švelch, and Šlerka 2017; Lehtonen, Ainamo, and Harviainen 2020).

But self-exploitative work culture and project-based precarious contracts normalized within the game industry have also raised concerns among scholars (Deuze, Martin, and Allen 2007; Creus, Clares-Gavilán, and Sánchez-Navarro 2020; Peticca-Harris, Weststar, and McKenna 2015; Consalvo and Paul 2018). There is normalized extensive working hours and burnout (Lee 2018; Weststar and Dubois 2022), and mounting issues with income and gender inequality (Lopez-Fernandez et al. 2019; Kerr 2020). Furthermore, strategies for flexibility of employment systems have worsened the class stratification and individualization of game work that burdens the risk of production on developers (Ruffino 2022; Ruffino and Woodcock 2021; Whitson 2019). It is also causing the division of workers between the ‘insiders’ (i.e., those with access to decision-making) and ‘outsiders’ (i.e., those without access to decision-making or without formal employment relations) (Ozimek 2019; Park et al. 2022). There are also behind-the-scenes game workers (e.g., voice actors, game event organizers, game critics) often without formal task-related firm affiliations, situated somewhere between the personal and the professional game work life (Švelch and Švelch 2020; Perks et al. 2019).

**Occupational Community of Game Developers**

The occupational community (OC) is a collectively established group of workers who “consider themselves to be engaged in the same sort of work (Van Maanen and Barley 1982),” share a common set of values based on their social identity through the occupation (Salaman 1971; Van Maanen 2010; Salaman 1974). OC was selected for this study as it is a suitable framework for understanding the condition of game developers with their boundaryless, precarious, and immaterial nature of work (Törhönen et al. 2019; Weststar, 2015).

OC consists of four main dimensions: **boundaries**, **social identity**, **reference group**, and **social relations**. First, the ‘**boundaries**’ are a “metaphorical wall” (Weststar, 2015), which members seek to distinguish those inside the group from those outside by finding a common social dimension to recognize each other. This is because specialized occupations are often invisible from the public view and may not be identifiable with conventional occupation labels (e.g., digitally mediated work such as modding and streaming, see also Hamilton, Garretson, and Kerne 2014; Hilvert-Bruce et al. 2018). Geography is not a definitional matter in the case of OC, as the members could be dispersed or clustered, such as game developers distributed across the internet with blogs and forums providing moral support and potential collaboration (Parker and Jenson 2017) (see also Terranova 2000; Consalvo and Paul 2018).

‘**Social identity**’ means a shared identity among the members that “derive valued identities or self-images directly from their occupational roles (Van Maanen and Barley 1982)” regarding how the members are seen by the ones outside the group. It is fostered by the high involvement of the work itself, on how the members of the group seek to have (or believed to have) certain attitudes and skill sets. We can see this by OC members wearing or possessing conventional references (e.g., costumes, t-shirts), using
codes that can be understood by themselves and production-related texts (e.g., post-mortem) with esoteric knowledge and specialized abbreviations requiring a certain level of knowledge to understand (Weststar 2015).

‘Reference group’ refers to how OC members justify their level of expertise by self-reflecting on each other within the group. They also construct a view of the world that could be used to “justify and vindicate itself as a defense against outsiders (Van Maanen and Barley 1982),” with collective sets of values, beliefs, norms, and interpretations of the occupation. This behavior is for the members to acquire a richer understanding of the product and the problems they face (Bechky 2003). They may constitute what is proper or improper behavior and codes at work, and what are deemed compelling ways to live even outside the work (Schwartz 2018). In the OC of game developers, such collective self-reflection can be intrinsically hierarchical, with the larger firms constantly attempting to position their product and services as part of the work norms (Cohendet and Simon 2007; Chia 2022; De Peuter and Young 2019; Nieborg, Poell, and Deuze 2019). There’s also the so-called “cultural fit (Guzman and Stanton 2009; Hora 2020),” in which corporations use the OC’s referencing grouping to evaluate the candidate’s occupational commitment based on their familiarity with the collective norms due to concerns about immediate productivity (Rivera 2012).

Lastly, ‘social relations’ refers to the “blurring of the distinction between work and leisure activities” within the OC (Van Maanen and Barley 1982). This includes specific leisure activities that members pursue linked to the occupation, for example, social engagement with other members for occupational enhancement (Consalvo and Paul 2018; Coulson 2012; Kultima and Alha 2017) while keeping close involvement in work and non-working leisure activities (Salaman 1974). The workers might also be confined to socializing, for example, sailors on-board the ship (Lee-Ross 2008). For game developers, engaging with in-company or external social events is often encouraged, in addition to long work hours and rigid deadlines that tend to situate individuals to spend more hours with co-workers (Dyer-Witheford and De Peuter 2006; Cote and Harris 2021; Edholm et al. 2017).

**METHOD, DATA, AND ANALYSIS**

I have conducted semi-structured interviews (n=29) from January 2020 until December 2021, with participants joining on a voluntary basis through an online pre-survey form posted at web forums in Finland. Participants first answered the pre-survey that asks their years of game work, years of living in Finland, role at the company, immigration status, and previous experience of game work in other countries. Then, the interview guideline inquired participants’ migration experience, work and social life, and cultural encounters at work. The semi-structured interview format was chosen as it allows the participants to freely express their views comfortably, using familiar metaphors and industry-specific abbreviations to describe their experiences. Most of the participants joined the interview via Zoom sitting on their remote work desk at home due to the Covid-19 global pandemic. Consent was collected both through the pre-survey and verbally at the beginning of the interview. Each interview took roughly 60 minutes and was later fully transcribed by the author. With 29 interviews in total, roughly 30 hours of transcripts were collected.

The participants (n=29) mostly identified as male (n=25, 86.2%), with a significant portion being senior game developers with more than seven years of game work experience (n=22, 75.8%) at the time of the interview – including six (20.6%) with more than 16 years of game work experience. 26 (89.6%) were based in Finland at the time, including three running their own indie game studio. The remaining two had
recently exited Finland. The participants were of various nationalities (i.e., countries in North America, Latin America, Western and Eastern Europe, East Asia, Southeast Asia, and the Middle East). All identifiable information, such as the participant’s company and project name, has been anonymized during the transcript process. The anonymized list of the participants (summarized in Table 1) and interview guidelines can be found on the project’s Open Science Framework. 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Home country</th>
<th>Current immigration status at the time of the interview</th>
<th>Years of game work experience at the time of the interview</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Worked in games other than home country and Finland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
<td>Artist</td>
<td>West Europe</td>
<td>Recently re-expatriated to home country</td>
<td>10-12 years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td>Permanent residence</td>
<td>13-15 years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>West Europe</td>
<td>Work permit</td>
<td>13-15 years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>Asia-Pacific</td>
<td>Work permit</td>
<td>4-6 years</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Asia-Pacific</td>
<td>Permanent residence</td>
<td>7-9 years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>East Europe</td>
<td>Work permit</td>
<td>13-15 years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AG</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Middle-East</td>
<td>Permanent residence</td>
<td>13-15 years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AH</td>
<td>Programmer</td>
<td>West Europe</td>
<td>Permanent residence</td>
<td>7-9 years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Programmer</td>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>Work permit</td>
<td>7-9 years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJ</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Asia-Pacific</td>
<td>Work permit</td>
<td>13-15 years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>West Europe</td>
<td>Permanent residence</td>
<td>16+ years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>Middle-East</td>
<td>Permanent residence</td>
<td>10-12 years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td>Permanent residence</td>
<td>10-12 years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN</td>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td>Work permit</td>
<td>16+ years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AO</td>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>Asia-Pacific</td>
<td>Work permit</td>
<td>13-15 years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>Human Resource</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td>Work permit</td>
<td>4-6 years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AQ</td>
<td>Programmer</td>
<td>West Europe</td>
<td>Recently migrated to another host country</td>
<td>4-6 years</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Artist</td>
<td>East Europe</td>
<td>Permanent residence</td>
<td>Less than 1 year</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>Artist</td>
<td>North America</td>
<td>Work permit</td>
<td>14-16 years</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>Permanent residence</td>
<td>10-12 years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Middle-East</td>
<td>Work permit</td>
<td>7-9 years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Asia-Pacific</td>
<td>Work permit</td>
<td>16+ years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AW</td>
<td>Programmer</td>
<td>Asia-Pacific</td>
<td>Work permit</td>
<td>16+ years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AX</td>
<td>Artist</td>
<td>Asia-Pacific</td>
<td>Work permit</td>
<td>7-9 years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AY</td>
<td>Designer</td>
<td>Asia-Pacific</td>
<td>Work permit</td>
<td>4-6 years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Asia-Pacific</td>
<td>Permanent residence</td>
<td>16+ years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Asia-Pacific</td>
<td>Permanent residence</td>
<td>1-3 years</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB</td>
<td>Programmer</td>
<td>Asia-Pacific</td>
<td>Work permit</td>
<td>16+ years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Asia-Pacific</td>
<td>Work permit</td>
<td>4-6 years</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: A summarized list of research participants.

The grounded theory method (Salisbury and Cole 2016) was used with an interpretative approach with manual open coding, focusing on coherent patterns that naturally emerged from the data (see also Carmin and Balser 2002; Grigoreanu et al. 2009). Further attention was taken to the microscopic experience of the game developers (see
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also Kultima 2018; O’Donnell 2020; Whitson 2018), the societal context surrounding the respondents beyond their work affiliation (e.g., immigration and health status), and the individuals’ game inspirations and design values (Kultima 2009; Kultima and Sandovar 2016). The focus was to explore how game expats experience work migration within the broader context of societal and industrial influences and to articulate personal experiences of mobility in their everyday lives. In total, 121 initial codes were identified, which were then further abstracted in four main dimensions of OC (Van Maanen and Barley 1982; Van Maanen 2010): (a) boundaries, (b) social identity, (c) reference group, (d) social relations. Furthermore, codes were categorized by referencing push-pull-shock model to identify which patterns from the data correspond with game expats’ migration and settlement intentions: (i) Push – the perceived desirability of leaving the country, (ii) Pull – the perceived ease of leaving to another country, (iii) Shock – unexpected encounters such as cultural encounters that cause workers to re-evaluate their desire to expatriate or re-expatriate (Tharenou and Caulfield 2010; Toren 1976; Shaffer et al. 2012). The coding and categorization were conducted in English through Atlas.ti 22 software. In case the interview was conducted in a language other than English, the original transcripts were coded in English and then translated into English the author for direct quotations.

FINDINGS

The findings suggest that the OC globally acts as a social group that bonds game expats beyond geographical borders, helping game developers to migrate and to feel comfort and secured about moving abroad. The motivation for career enhancement also attracts game developers to migrate. However, the hiring principles of game companies seem to not always align with game expats’ needs thus resulted in re-evaluation of settlement intentions. Furthermore, there were a lot of cultural and human-to-human interaction aspects of game work shared within in the local community. There were also the indicators of the game industry’s dependency on a closed hiring with the fear of lack of “cultural fit.”

Migration through the global community

Most of the research participants claimed that they were not aware of the Finnish game industry prior to the migration attempt due to the relatively small scale of the country’s game industry compared to counterparts in established hotspots (e.g., USA and Japan), thus lesser visibility in the job market. Instead, game expats were more likely to be introduced to Finnish game jobs through other game developers. Indicating that the social network between the game developers acts as a primary migration route that brings talents to Finland. There were also cases of migration inspired by other game expats. For example, one of the participants (AZ) was pointed out by several other participants, including AK, as the person who introduced them to Finland. Game expats also seek mental comfort and ease migration stress by staying connected with other game developers. This includes participant BB, who confirmed his decision to move abroad after discovering that he could work with his former co-worker.

“At one point, my friend [participant AZ, anonymized] called me up. He said, ‘Hey, how about you move to Helsinki? We are hiring!’ And I was like, ‘What? Helsinki? Are you drunk?’ And he said, ‘No, no, it’s cool. I work for [Finnish game company, anonymized]. Want to join?’ (...) He got me over for an interview. He got us from the airport and brought us to the studio.” (AK)
"I had a Finnish colleague back in [a country, anonymized]. (...) Then I realized that him and I were offered a job at [the same Finnish game company, anonymized]. I thought, 'well that's good, at least I know somebody in that country.' So when the company asked if I would like to visit the office and see if I could settle down, I bluntly said, 'no, it's fine' and immediately took the offer.” (BB)

Game expats in this study also share a tendency for career enhancement and emotional engagement with the game they develop. Here, the participants described work migration as a chance to accomplish such achievements, favoring less hierarchical small to medium size game companies as it is easier to talk with decision-makers than in larger multinational game corporations. This includes the cases of two participants (AI and AZ), who both expressed high interest in starting their own game business in the future and were thus motivated to acquire a broad understanding of the overall game production process by directly interacting with the design and business decision makers. This pattern shows that while the local game industry with a relatively small scale may gain lesser visibility in the global game job market; on the other hand, it can also attract game expats with higher expectations in career and emotional engagement with their production. But there was also the attitude of self-exploitation, with some participants expressing the necessity of investing in their leisure time to upskill their game-making techniques and to network with other members within the company to access or learn game production process beyond their assigned role and responsibilities.

"I want to understand from several perspectives. Design, code, technology, user experience, business, scheduling, and the market itself. And least here in Finland, at least in [this Finnish game company, anonymized], I can now understand things better. I can see how all these parts connect to each other in it.” (AI)

"For a long time, I thought (game) career is about getting a good (game) job. Now it’s more like, 'how can I contribute to this project,' about how far I can go, what I can do, and what I want to achieve myself. Of course, it has pros and cons. There’s no right or wrong on this. It’s just different." (AZ)

The finding also suggests that game companies’ hiring principles do not always cater to the reality of work migration and neglect to clarify the missing knowledge that game expats may have prior to migration to the country. In the case of AX, a significantly lower salary offered by the Finnish employer – compared to his former host countries – without a valid explanation, that living costs near work are lower than AX’s previous host city, was interpreted as less appreciation of his workability and thus being pushed away from the country. Game expats with such doubtful relocation experience tend to rely on other members of the community for moral support and comfort while having less emotional engagement with the host country and are more willing to leave when necessary. For participant AS, a misalignment between the reality versus the obscured media-portrayed image of Finland led to a fear of falling into poverty upon migration. AS was later relieved from the stress after talking with other game expats in neighboring countries and obtaining clarification on the living condition comparison. It was surprising to see that both AX and AS, as well as other participants who went through a doubtful relocation experience, were affiliated with some of the biggest – in terms of number of company employees, and well-resourced game studios in Finland, with a dedicated HR department and relocation packages that support their workers’ initial trip to the country. Yet they failed to cater and customize their communication with their potential recruits. This indicates the firm’s growth in size and financial stability do not always guarantee the game expats’ ease of migration stress.
“(When) I got the salary offer, I was like, ‘that’s it? Is this how much I’m worth?’ Then the manager at [Finnish company, anonymized] said I would be benefited from other things. Sure? Maybe?” (AX)

“(Living cost) was something that I was worried about when I came to Finland. Because everything you read about the Nordics is, ‘everything is expensive.’ (...) I was thinking, ‘How am I going to survive? Can I make a decent living there?’” (AS)

Local community norms and the term “cultural fit"

The participants generally agreed that digitalized game production techniques are somewhat similar around the world (e.g., game engines, graphics software), besides some major differences set by the operating system (e.g., Windows, Android), development (e.g., Unity, Unreal) and publishing platforms (e.g., Google Play, Valve Steam). While larger game corporations tend to use their own internal software and peripherals customized for their own needs, participants said that those still share a familiar user interface with the mainstream tools in the public market. Thus, they tend to perceive such technicalities of game production as a minimum requirement for game jobs. Participant AW claimed that experienced game developers like him could easily re/upskill technicalities whenever necessary, while those with less work experience tend to pay more attention to the choice of tools.

“Each (game) company can have its own uniqueness. Like, some may be more rigid than others, while some can be more flexible than others. (...) (Tool-wise,) I think they are eventually the same around the world. When I do interviews (to hire someone), game developers with short work experience tend ask about what tools and skillsets are needed for the job. While seniors tend to ask about the decision process and what the company expects (from the candidate), etc.” (AW)

Instead, game expats said it is often the non-technical aspects that decide the game expat’s hiring and continuation of work contracts. According to the participants, such aspects were described as “culture” that vaguely covers all sorts of human-to-human interactions involved at work: personality, work attitudes, way of communication, interpretations of what sort of game development practices are deemed appropriate in the production, etc. Being able to blend into the organization’s existing cultural norms was called “cultural fit,” which contextual and often different in every country, company, or team. They generally deemed it necessary to secure the project’s productivity and business efficiency, successful social dynamics, and increasing the chance of delivering game products within the time and budget. According to game expats, in Finland, the term “cultural fit” is commonly referred being able to “know what to do without being told (or asking),” “communicate horizontally,” “work as a team,” “work autonomously,” “like/love games,” “to have similar likes (of games),” “being passionate about game (work),” “to keep work-life-balance,” and “fun to work with,” as also shown in following excerpts:

“Let’s say I have three people that are applying for a job. They’ve all been in the industry for years, and probably all going to be good at what they do with that length of time in the game industry. Then it’s a case of ‘who’s a cultural fit?’” (AC)

“I want to make sure that the team is full of people who can work together, having fun and can enjoy the time together. Every person will be awesome skill-wise. But there’s bad persons that cause hassle to the team. (...) I believe that soft skills are more important.” (AF)
Many game expats said that being able to “fit” into the team’s “culture” leads to successful hiring, promotion, and extension of the work contract, thus the likelihood of legal residency in any country. They also said it is quite normal to be monitored by their (new) co-workers in all sorts of human-to-human interactions involved at work during their initial migration phase, on whether they have the basis to adapt seamlessly. Then the game expats would also carefully observe the behaviors of its leadership and the dominant social group to predict whether the place is a good place to work. However, such double-way validation seemed challenging to game expats with junior level of expertise or with distanced cultural background as they have less knowledge to predict a good workplace in the local context.

Game expats generally advocated the industry’s principle of “cultural fit” — and are eager to become fit themselves quickly — claiming that game teams without “cultural fit” could escalate into a discomforting, unpleasant, or even toxic work environment. However, their views on the game company’s hiring principles to find culturally fitting individuals were rather divided. In Finland, it was important to be well-connected to former colleagues as hiring actors tend to find potential culturally fitting candidates through closed hiring: sharing job openings internally within the organization or requiring a personal referral from game devs within a close-range network. Participants who benefited (e.g., relocated through personal referral) were more likely to maintain their positive tone about the closed hiring in the game industry. Conversely, game expats with a lack of such network (e.g., short work experience, relocated from far without referrals) tend to share mixed views: on the one hand, admiring those who already blend into the teams’ culture but later also expressing their dissatisfaction. For instance, participant AY favored the work culture of his Finnish game employer and justified his “cultural fit” with the team as a reason for being a demanded migrant worker in the country. But he also admitted that his current Finnish supervisor’s hiring principles — hiring primarily through his or teammate’s former colleagues or friends — would be deemed unfair at his previous country of work. Similarly, BC first supported his current employer’s devotion to comforting and pleasant work culture in the first part of the interview. But later, he revealed a bitter relocation experience when he was puzzled by the (now) employer taking an abnormal amount of time double-checking his work and life views as he had little to no personal connections prior to migration.

“After multiple rounds of online interviews and (series) of tests, I thought, ‘I got this (job),’ Especially when they flew me over to Finland for a visit. (...) So I took some days off from [BC’s former game company, anonymized] to visit Helsinki. But when I arrived, they asked for another round of interviews. I spoke with the group of people there again. Talked with team leaders and directors, asking me this and that again. Some even asked me the same things that they had asked before. (...) And then, when I was about to head (back) to the airport, they asked for another round of tests. I was like, ‘what the hell?’” (BC)

Female participants also shared mixed views on the industry’s emphasis on closed hiring and promotions justified with a “cultural fit.” Participant BA claimed that she feels less appreciated by her current employer, with a lower salary and a short-term temporary residence permit, as the company refused to offer her a permanent job position compared to her male colleagues who know how to speak in a “certain tone” of language. AM was concerned about the closed hiring normalized within the Finnish game industry while talking on behalf of his female colleague. Even in a case of female-dominant company, participant AQ still felt frustrated by the closed and homogenous attitudes of the company’s leadership despite the firm’s public advocacy on diversity.

“I think 80% of the (game) jobs here (in Finland) are being filled before anything gets listed. (...) Virtually all hires were previous co-workers. Everyone
had worked with them before and already knew how to communicate. Great. Now, the disadvantage is that you get a complete sausage-fest of only guys.” (AM)

“I’m happy to have this chance to talk to you about it. Because I feel like some of these things should be brought to the surface. (...) Their selling point was ‘diversity.’ The founders were constantly going to conferences to promote how they build companies with diverse cultures. (...) Is that the way to make a diverse workplace? Sure, the company is ‘different’ because they’re all biological women – including myself – but they’re not ‘diverse’ if they’re all the same. I don’t get it.” (AQ)

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The findings reported an intimate relationship between game developers’ occupational community and game work migration, of how game expats naturally associate themselves with the social group of game development professionals beyond geographical borders. It was also clear that the “soft” aspects of game work (i.e., human-to-human interactions) affect the game expats’ work contract and thus their legal residency and settlement in the host country. The findings also confirmed the pattern of a reference group – sharing of collective norms of work and life views within the OC of game developers, the so-called “cultural fit.” While the use of reference grouping within the OC validating candidates’ compatibility is not an isolated case to the game industry, it also holds the risk of over-dependency on closed hiring. Therefore, further actions for awareness and critical inquiries with collaborative industrial and pedagogical implications should be acknowledged.

Boundaries and social identities: opened (geographical) borders
Supporting the previous studies on OC (Schwartz 2018; Van Maanen 2010), the result shows game developers’ social group stretches beyond geographical borders. It also offers a cohesive career identity and moral support to game developers (Weststar 2015; Parker and Jenson 2017; Deuze, Martin, and Allen 2007; Wimmer and Sitnikova 2011). It was further revealed that game developers’ OC also has an impact on work migration by acting as a primary recruitment channel for smaller game industry hotspots — in this case, Finland. This indicates the importance of OC, not only for the social identity and comfort of game developers but also directly impacting the game industry’s recruitment of talents.

However, industry actors’ current practices in talent recruitment had mixed responses. Recruiting game developers from abroad without the careful assessment of work conditions in both regions (the previous and current country) has a risk of increasing game expats’ relocation stress. The findings showed that game company’s hiring actors negotiating the terms and salary with the candidate without clarifying the difference in living and work conditions in the host country compared to the previous country, only leads to game expats’ uncertainty over migration intention. Thus, more clarified communication is necessary. Finnish game studios could try appealing to their international talents with their smaller and lesser hierarchical managerial structure (Lehtonen, Ainamo, and Harviainen 2020) as game expats share higher expectations in career enhancement through migration (Shaffer et al. 2012; Andresen, Bergdolt, and Margenfeld 2013; Tharenou and Caulfield 2010). This resonates the cases of self-initiated expatriates (Bjerregaard 2014; Tharenou and Caulfield 2010) and highly specialized expatriates such as academic researchers (Richardson and McKenna 2003).
Game expats’ high passion – but could be also self-exploitative – towards game work with willingness to acquire a broad sense of game production also supports the patterns found in previous case studies on non-migrants (native) game developers (Kultima 2018; Sotamaa and Švelch 2021; Kerr 2011; Švelch 2021).

Overall, the finding indicates the significance of game developers’ community and a need for maturity of the game companies’ handling of international hiring. Perhaps the game industry’s human resource practitioners and hiring managers may further check their candidates’ home or previous host countries’ culture and use that knowledge to communicate closely.

**Reference group and social relations: closed within its own borders**

Game jobs are commonly portrayed as highly digitized technical work requiring competence in digital technologies (De Peuter and Young 2019; Harvey 2019; Kerr 2017). But interestingly, the findings suggest that human-to-human factors (e.g., attitudes, personalities, communication style) and being able to culturally fit into the team are important for game expats’ work and settlement. This somewhat aligns with ethnographic case studies of “soft” skills in day-to-day hands-on game work experience (Kultima 2018; Pelletier 2022; Whitson 2018). However, the finding also suggests game companies and their hiring decision makers’ over-dependency on closed hiring, justified as a “cultural fit” could solidify into its own toxic and homogeneous environment. It also raises concerns about potentially discriminatory work culture, with conflicts between privileged game workers and public voices urging for changes to support marginalized groups in the industry, which already showed in the excerpt below:

“I’m all for diversity and inclusiveness, and like I would never do anything bad on that side. But then I occasionally feel like it’s taken a little bit too far. (...) Unfortunately, there are certain laws in Finland that if you run a bigger company then you need to report the reasons why you didn’t hire women. We have all men working as senior (game developers) while a woman is an intern. But still, we needed to explain. It was insane.” (AF)

I acknowledge the game industry’s closed hiring is driven by the vulnerability and unpredictable-ness of the game market, like other highly specialized and competitive industries that are concerned about the potential loss of its high productivity (Guzman and Stanton 2009; Rivera 2012; Schwartz 2018; Koveshnikov, Wechtler, and Dejoux 2014). Most game companies, especially small to medium-scale businesses, need every bit of their resources to deliver their game products (Consalvo and Paul 2018) to compete in this highly competitive global game market (Creus, Clares-Gavilán, and Sánchez-Navarro 2020); failing to quickly form a “cultural fit” team can escalate into a situation that would devastate the game’s business. Therefore, could be that the term “cultural fit” is more coming from the industry’s fear towards failed social dynamics in a highly collaborative and risky processes of making cultural commodity of games.

Closed hiring justified as “cultural fit” narrows the room for individuals’ process of cultural adjustment upon migration, forcing game expats to fit promptly into the pipeline regardless of their cultural background or experiences from previous countries. What is also concerning is the bilateral condition of this pattern. Game expats were generally eager to be become fit themselves quickly, as if game development work adaptation *should* happen seamlessly and promptly. This was because prompt adaptation leads to more secured employment and immigration status. Adapting quickly also meant the ease of cumbersome process to relocate again, or to quickly
leave again before committing too much in the host country that could hinder their game career. However, comparative studies have already reported the significant differences in the culture of game development between the regions and firms (Sotamaa 2021; Šisler, Švelch, and Šlerka 2017). Thus, game work migration requires a lengthy process of cultural adjustments just like any other specialized professions out there in the world (Shaffer et al. 2012; Caligiuri and Lazarova 2002; Koveshnikov, Wechtler, and Dejoux 2014). Nonetheless, game expats seek to fulfill this unachievable expectation: to be already fit or leave. The conflict between misleading expectations versus the reality of game work migration increases the risk of game developers failing to adequately prepare against unexpected cultural encounters and stress. The action of closed hiring, therefore, could further lead to game expats’ individualization or internalization of the cultural encounters that they face.

Diversity that is lost for the overweighing closed hiring and short cut of resources is also a threat to the companies in the long run. Game companies and hiring actors struggle to find adequate talents because there are, realistically, never enough already cultural-fit game workers in the world. Therefore, there should be a balanced ways to recruit internationals in the game industry. I further call for individuals, industry, and institutions to act together to facilitate on-boarding training programs and learning channels that could build culturally fitting teams. Perhaps a trans-local network of regional communities and exchange of culture (e.g., social gatherings, exchange events, hackathon, and game jams) may also help potential game expats to be exposed, prepared, and become familiar with the game work practices and culture of a potential host country before relocation. Moreover, from a pedagogical standpoint, game education curricula may further emphasize soft skills and cultural awareness. For example, exploring various game production and local work cultures across the world through institutional collaborations (e.g., student camps, study exchange, cross-cultural jams). Such efforts will help future game developers to become aware and be competent in this ever-diversifying workspace.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
At the beginning of the research design, I did not consider including questions about the participant’s family or relationship status in the interview guideline as it was deemed irrelevant at the time. However, participants were actively describing their family’s livelihood throughout the interview without being asked. From there I realized how the well-being of expatriates is closely associated with the well-being of their family members (Dyer-Witheford and De Peuter 2006; Koveshnikov, Wechtler, and Dejoux 2014), which should be further studied by future research. Another limitation is the over-represented aspects of the data sample, with a significantly higher ratio of male participants (n=25) than female participants (n=4), despite the interviewees being all recruited voluntarily. The amount of representation of a gender in this study is thus not enough to expose the potential multitude of expatriate experiences tied to gender. It could be that male-dominant industrial narratives might have discouraged people who identify with other genders from participating in this study. Thus, I am incredibly grateful for all female participants who decided to act by joining this study and hope my future research can ensure everyone feels safe in having their voice heard. I also acknowledge that the research relies on self-reported cases that only offer a snapshot of the condition of game expats, and thus cannot be regarded as representing the entire game expats group. Perhaps a longitudinal research approach will enlighten us with further findings and more in-depth views on the long-term effect of game work migration.
CONCLUSION

As the game industry expands globally, so has the significance of the international workforce in game production. But the condition of game work is divided with rising cases of boundaryless game work. Coming from this notion, as Weststar (2015) pointed out, the game developer’s OC is where the game workers find mental and career support, channel of shared identity and values.

This research explored the patterns of migration experience of game expats based on four main dimensions of OC: boundaries, social identity, reference group, and social relations. The findings showed that the game developers’ community connects individuals beyond the geographical border while acting as the main recruitment channel for game work recruitment in the emerging game industrial hotspot. In a nutshell, game expats are frequently introduced to jobs while connected through other members of the community. Game expats also share a tendency for career enhancement that regards migration as an opportunity to gain a broader knowledge of the game production process. The participants’ relocation experience revealed that the members of the game developer community offer comfort and thus correspond positively to the game expats’ migration intention, even more so than the game companies’ hiring actors and their current practices. Furthermore, the findings also showed that game production work heavily involves various human-to-human interactions (e.g., attitudes, communication, interpretations of work practices). Here, game developers tend to prefer to work with people familiar with their collective values, beliefs, norms, and interpretations of game practices – calling the ones that fit within the norm a “cultural fit.”

For game expats, becoming a “cultural fit” could lead to satisfying work conditions and more stable legal residency in the host country. However, it appears that game industry actors tend to dependent on closed hiring as the way to find candidates that are already culturally fitting (e.g., hiring through personal network of former co-workers, friends). This limits the company’s talent pool, with game expats without cultural proximity, lack of experience of the organization’s culture (i.e., junior game developers), or those representing a gender minority in the male-dominant game workspace facing greater challenges upon migration. Such implicit expectations of quick and seamless integration have a higher chance of game expats’ stress of migration being internalized and neglected – forcing either to be already culturally fitting, or to leave.

Therefore, I would like to highlight the importance of industrial and societal collaborations as an ecosystem that could benefit the actors of the game industry in the long run. A trans-local network of game developer communities may help game developers exchange diverse cultural norms and values of game development practices worldwide, which will help future game expats prepare for their migration. Game education institutions and teachers may also further emphasize soft skills and cultural understanding within game work to help future game developers to become not just digitally but also culturally competent for diverse workspaces. As such, studying the cases of game expats and the effort to improve the experiences of migrant workers in the game industry will enhance our knowledge to improve possibilities for the local game industry to grow and compete in the globally demanding job markets.
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ENDNOTES

1 Play Finland (https://www.facebook.com/groups/23186771856), We in Games Finland (https://www.facebook.com/groups/136739879781246), and International Working Women of Finland (https://www.facebook.com/groups/348015526109949).

2 https://zoom.us/

3 Open Science Framework link of the project: https://osf.io/e7rg2/?view_only=0425dca05bca49a5a144b0a66309194e